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Abstract

The delivery of high-power ultrasonic energy via small diameter wire waveguides represents a new alternative therapy for the treatment of chronic totally occluded arteries (CTOs). This type of energy manifests itself as a mechanical vibration at the distal-tip of the waveguide with amplitudes of vibration up to 60 µm and at frequencies of 20-50 kHz. Disruption of diseased tissue is reported to be a result of direct mechanical ablation, cavitation, pressure components and acoustic streaming and that ablation was only evident above the cavitation threshold. This work presents a linear finite element acoustic fluid-structure model of an ultrasonic angioplasty waveguide in vivo. The model was first verified against a reported analytical solution for an oscillating sphere. It was determined that 140 elements per wavelength (EPW) were required to predict the pressure profile generated by the wire waveguide distal-tip. Implementing this EPW count, the pressure field surrounding a range of distal-tip geometries was modelled. For validation, a model was developed with parameters based on a bench-top experiment from the literature of an ultrasonic wire waveguide in a phantom leg. This model showed good correlation with the experimental measurements. These models may aid in the further development of this technology.
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NOMENCLATURE

\( P_{\text{max}} \) = Pressure amplitude at a location in the fluid, see Figure 2.
\( d \) = amplitude of vibration of the sphere.
\( f \) = frequency of vibration of the sphere.
\( R \) = radius of the sphere.
\( \rho \) = fluid density.
\( r \) = radial distance from centre of sphere.
\( \theta \) = angle between the direction of oscillation and radius-vector, see Figure 2.
\( \alpha_r \) = sound power reflection coefficient.
\( c \) = speed of sound in fluid.
\( k \) = bulk modulus of fluid.

\( \ddot{P} \) = the 2nd derivative of the nodal pressure vector.
\( \ddot{\bar{P}} \) = the nodal pressure vector.

\( \ddot{u} \) = the 2nd derivative of the nodal displacement vector.
\( \ddot{\bar{u}} \) = the nodal displacement vector.

\([M_f]\) = Fluid mass matrix.
\([K_f]\) = Fluid stiffness matrix.
\([M_s]\) = Structure mass matrix.
\([K_s]\) = Structure stiffness matrix.

\([R]\) = a coupling matrix that represents effective surface area associated with each node on the fluid structure interface.
\( \bar{F}_s \) = the fluid pressure load vector.
1. **INTRODUCTION**

a. **Clinical Background**

The majority of atherosclerotic lesions can be treated by percutaneous interventional dilation procedures such as balloon angioplasty and stent implantation. These procedures require that the partial blockage must first be accessed by a guidewire, a small diameter wire that ensures that the plaque can be crossed (a key indicator of success) and also acts as a guiderail for the balloon and stent delivery systems. Lesions resulting in a near or totally blocked artery, known as chronic total occlusions (CTOs) pose a significant challenge to standard dilation procedures and may represent up to 16% of all coronary plaques [1].

Advanced stages of CTOs are often accompanied by significant fibrous material and calcification which can also hinder successful dilation procedures and optimal stent implantation. In many cases involving CTOs, fully invasive surgery is often the only available option and in recent years this has provided an impetus to develop alternative minimally invasive techniques for these challenging chronic total occlusions.

A new minimally invasive approach to near or totally occluded plaques involves the use of low-frequency ultrasonic longitudinal waves transmitted through a wire waveguide. In 2007 this technology was approved for use in both the United States and Europe [2]. The ultrasound energy establishes a longitudinal mechanical standing wave in the wire waveguide with the frequency and amplitude being determined by the output power of the external transducer and acoustic horn as shown in Figure 1. Using this configuration, frequencies in the region of 20-50 kHz and amplitudes of vibration at the waveguide distal-tip of up to 60 µm are commonly reported. At the distal-tip of the waveguide, tissue is thought to be disrupted by a number of mechanisms; primarily direct mechanical ablation and cavitation, and to a lesser extent acoustic streaming and pressure wave components [3]. It has been reported that this method of tissue disruption has the advantage of selective tissue removal. At the right combination of frequency and amplitude it can disrupt rigid diseased tissue while healthy elastic tissue remains largely unaffected [4].

Acoustic pressures developed at the waveguide-fluid/tissue interface appear to play a significant role with some authors observing that plaque ablation was only evident above the cavitation threshold [4]. As a result, frequencies are typically kept below 50 kHz for the reason that the intensity and power required to produce cavitation greatly increase above frequencies of 100 kHz [5]. It has been suggested that a rough distal-tip encourages the onset of cavitation by introducing trapped gas nuclei into the fluid. Microbubble agents may also be artificially introduced to the volume surrounding the vibrating waveguide distal-tip to lower the cavitation threshold. Enlarged distal-tips are commonly utilised to enhance cavitation, reduce events of arterial perforation of the surrounding healthy arterial wall and generate larger post-operative lumens for follow up devices.
b. Acoustic Pressure

The significance of the pressure amplitude at the waveguide distal-tip, the subsequent cavitation and pressures developed in surrounding fluids and tissues has led a number of researchers to investigate this phenomenon. Analytical solutions of simplified geometries and conditions exist, namely the solution for a pulsating sphere in a fluid and the more representative oscillating sphere in a fluid. The Morse solution [6] for the pressure field near an oscillating sphere in a fluid is given in Equation 1. Figure 2 illustrates the parameters appearing in this solution. Although this linear solution is limited to a simple geometry, it has been suggested by Nyborg [7] as a useful approximation to predict pressure amplitudes and subsequent cavitation associated with the frequencies and conditions encountered in ultrasound angioplasty.

\[
P_{\text{max}} = 2\pi^2 \rho R f^2 d \times \frac{R^2 |\cos \theta|}{r^2}
\]

(Equation 1)

where:  
\(P_{\text{max}}\) = Pressure amplitude at a location in the fluid, a function of \(\theta\) and \(r\)
\(d\) = amplitude of vibration of the sphere
\(f\) = frequency of vibration of the sphere
\(R\) = radius of the sphere
\(\rho\) = fluid density
\(r\) = radial distance from centre of sphere
\(\theta\) = the angle between the direction of oscillation and radius-vector, see Figure 2

While the majority of previous experimental work from the literature has focused on end clinical results some researchers have performed experimental studies on the mechanical effects of ultrasonic vibrating waveguides in simulated \textit{in vivo} conditions [3-4, 8-9]. Experimental studies by Makin and Everbach [10] investigated the acoustic pressures developed by an ultrasonic vibrating wire waveguide submerged in a liquid with acoustic properties similar to blood. For their experiments they used both water and a glycerine-water mix. The experiment studied a wire waveguide with a 2.46 mm diameter spherical distal-tip oscillating in an acrylic cylinder filled with the fluid (representing a peripheral arterial phantom) at 22.5 kHz. Figure 3 shows a diagram of the experiment. Pressures were measured in the range of 12-250 mm (along line marked AA in Figure 3) from the vibrating distal-tip using an acoustic hydrophone; measurements in the vicinity of the distal-tip were restricted due to the limitations of their measuring equipment.

Their results demonstrate two important effects of the ultrasound \textit{in vivo}:

i. Despite not being able to directly measure pressures at the distal-tip they were able to measure cavitation activity with a 20 MHz focused transducer. They concluded that not only was cavitation evident but that the amount of cavitation was related to the distal-tip amplitude of vibration and also to the distal-tip geometry.
Their results also showed a standing wave in the acoustic domain of significant amplitude. They concluded that because the acrylic walls were acoustically transparent at the frequency used this standing wave was caused by an impedance mismatch between the liquid representative of blood and the surrounding air. This is similar to the tissue-air interface encountered in peripheral limbs *in vivo*. This standing wave is caused by reflection (wave reflections shown as dashed lines in Figure 3) that occurs at the interface of layers/materials of different acoustic impedance. The sound power reflection coefficient is given as [11]:

\[
\alpha_r = \left( \frac{\rho_2 c_2 - \rho_1 c_1}{\rho_2 c_2 + \rho_1 c_1} \right)^2
\]  
(Equation 2)

where: $\alpha_r =$ sound power reflection coefficient  
$c =$ speed of sound in fluid medium

Thus assuming no energy loss, the total reflection of the incident energy must correspond to a unity value of reflection coefficient. The speed of sound for air and blood/tissue was taken as 340 m/s and 1580 m/s respectively and with densities of 1.2 kg/m$^3$ and 1050 kg/m$^3$ respectively. Using equation 2 and the material properties shown, the sound power reflection can be calculated to be 99.9% at a tissue-air interface.

c. Finite Element Modelling of Ultrasound Angioplasty

High power ultrasound in medical applications is fundamentally a non-linear propagation of sound waves above approximately 20 kHz. This derives from the non-linear pressure-density relationship and variance in speed of sound with pressure amplitude during compression/rarefaction cycle; this has a greater influence at higher frequencies and at greater intensities.

For solving finite element acoustic fluid-structure interaction models, the Navier-Stokes equations of fluid momentum and the flow continuity equation must be considered along with the structural dynamics equation. Assuming linear wave propagation, for an incompressible fluid with no mean flow, neglecting shear stresses and with mean density and pressure uniform throughout the fluid, the lossless acoustic wave equation can be written as:

\[
\frac{1}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 P}{\partial t^2} - \nabla^2 P = 0
\]  
(Equation 3)

where:

\[
c = \sqrt{\frac{k}{\rho}}
\]  
(Equation 4)

and:

$k =$ bulk modulus of fluid
The governing equation for acoustic wave propagation, given in equation 3, can be discretized taking into account the coupling of acoustic pressure and structural motion at the fluid-structure interface [12].

Fluid: \[ [M_f](\ddot{P}) + [K_f](\ddot{P}) + \rho[R]^{T}(\ddot{u}) = 0 \] (Equation 5)

Structural: \[ [M_s](\dddot{u}) + [K_s](\dddot{u}) - [R](\ddot{P}) = (\dddot{F}_s) \] (Equation 6)

where:
\( \ddot{P} \) = the 2\textsuperscript{nd} derivative of the nodal pressure vector
\( \dddot{P} \) = the nodal pressure vector
\( \dddot{u} \) = the 2\textsuperscript{nd} derivative of the nodal displacement vector
\( \ddot{u} \) = the nodal displacement vector
\( [M_f] \) = Fluid mass matrix
\( [K_f] \) = Fluid stiffness matrix
\( [M_s] \) = Structure mass matrix
\( [K_s] \) = Structure stiffness matrix
\( [R] \) = a coupling matrix that represents effective surface area associated with each node on the fluid structure interface.
\( (\dddot{F}_s) \) = the fluid pressure load vector

The equations given in Equation 5 and 6 can be combined into a single relationship that describes load quantities at all locations in the fluid and structure as shown in Equation 7.

Combined: \[
\begin{bmatrix}
M_s & 0 \\
\rho_o R^T & M_f
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\dddot{u} \\
\dddot{P}
\end{bmatrix} +
\begin{bmatrix}
K_s & -R^T \\
0 & K_f
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\ddot{u} \\
\ddot{P}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
\dddot{F}_s \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\] (Equation 7)

Finite element models of ultrasound angioplasty to date have focussed on modelling how the wire waveguide transmits the ultrasonic waves to the distal-tip. Gavin et al [13] performed a modal and harmonic analysis to determine wire waveguide resonant characteristics, damping and stresses. A mesh density analysis showed the importance of having an adequate mesh density to resolve the wave structure accurately. The same authors also modelled the effect the presence of fluid had on the resonant response of waveguides, concluding that the effect was negligible due to the low forces encountered at the distal-tip but that hydrodynamic effects, such as drag on the distal-tip may play a more critical role [14].

The goal of this work is to assess the finite element method as a tool to predict the acoustic conditions encountered during ultrasound angioplasty using a linear acoustic
fluid-structure model of an ultrasonic wire waveguide in simulated *in vivo* conditions (i.e. in a peripheral artery).

Initially, this includes determining adequate mesh densities for the frequency range and amplitudes of vibration of interest and comparing the results with the analytical solution outlined in equation 1. Using this verified model, the pressures near the distal-tip of the waveguide for a range of distal-tip geometries are predicted with the goal of understanding the effects of distal-tip geometry, amplitude of vibration and frequency on the onset of cavitation. Finally, the model will be validated against experimental results reported in the literature in a peripheral arterial phantom. It is envisaged that this acoustic finite element model will be capable of predicting distal-tip acoustic pressure, the onset of cavitation with the inclusion of an adequate threshold value and also in determining the extent of standing wave activity in the acoustic field.
2. METHODOLOGY

Computational models were developed using a commercially available finite element package (ANSYS©). Fluid29 elements were used to model the acoustic fluid and all models were axisymmetric, making use of symmetrical conditions generally encountered in wire waveguide design.

The model also required the inclusion of an infinite absorbing boundary layer to define the outer limit of the acoustic model. This infinite acoustic boundary, using fluid elements Fluid129, was set up along the model boundary according to the condition that it must lie on an arc of radius greater than $0.2\lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the dominant wavelength. This condition is required for accurate solutions and is based on numerical experiments reported elsewhere [15].

The dominant wavelength is the greatest wavelength that may occur in the given model. As the same model may be used for a range of frequencies, with a number of materials, it is important to ensure that the dominant wavelength is correctly calculated. Given $\lambda = c/f$, this occurs for the minimum value of frequency ($f$) modelled and in fluids where with the speed of sound ($c$) is greatest.

For the minimum frequency of interest in ultrasound angioplasty (20 kHz) and given that the following models may contain up to two fluids i.e. blood and air, the greatest wavelength occurs in the blood with a value of approximately 79 mm. Using this dominant wavelength the location of the infinite acoustic boundary arc must be located at a distance greater than 16 mm from the structural source. An outgoing pressure wave reaching the boundary of the model is absorbed with minimal reflections back into the fluid domain. The infinite elements perform well for low as well as high frequency excitations [16].

The 2-D fluid elements that are used for acoustic modelling have four corner nodes with three degrees of freedom per node, displacements in the x and y directions and pressure, and are governed by the lossless wave equation.

The fluid-structure interface is defined where the wire waveguide distal-tip and fluid meet. The interaction of the fluid nodes and structural nodes at the fluid-structure interface is such that the pressure in the acoustic field exerts an applied force on the structural elements that produce an effective fluid load. The governing equations for both the fluid nodes and structural nodes are shown in equation 7. Figure 4 shows an example of the model geometry and mesh structure.

All models were solved for a harmonic vibratory distal-tip displacement on the fluid-structure interface (FSI). The input amplitude of vibration on the FSI specified the amplitude of vibration of the distal-tip. A frequency sweep was performed for a range of frequencies of interest. The plots of pressure dependence on amplitude and frequency were generated.

a. Model verification: mesh density analysis

Understanding the effect of the mesh density on the model’s ability to resolve the pressures in the fluid field and near the distal-tip is critical in the determination of device operation and in predicting the onset of cavitation. An acoustic axisymmetric model was
created of a wire waveguide with a spherical distal-tip vibrating in a fluid, which represented blood at 22.5 kHz.

A mesh density study was performed in which the number of elements per wavelength (EPW) was increased until the predicted pressures from the model agreed closely with the analytical solution for an oscillating sphere, as outlined in equation 1.

Since the wavelength is frequency dependent, a range of frequencies and distal-tip amplitudes of vibration were modelled to verify that the models are still accurate in predicting acoustic pressures, using this EPW count, for the typical parameters encountered during the clinical application of ultrasound angioplasty.

b. Acoustic pressure field versus waveguide parameters

Using the verified model with the appropriate mesh density, as determined from the above methodology, a number of distal-tip geometries similar to those reported in the literature were modelled. The acoustic pressure field associated with each distal-tip design was assessed for a range of amplitudes of vibration based on those parameters commonly reported. The distal-tip geometries modelled (diagrams included in graphs) were:

i. Spherical distal-tip, used for model verification
ii. Radiused distal-tip (1 mm diameter)
iii. Flat distal-tip (1 mm and 2 mm diameter)
iv. Inverted dome distal-tip (1 mm diameter)

c. Model validation: In vivo model in a peripheral artery

Since neither method (FEA or analytical) accounts for the non-linear wave propagation of ultrasound, a validation of the model was particularly relevant. To validate the linear acoustic finite element method for this application and to further understand the effect of an air interface on the acoustic pressures during ultrasonic angioplasty a model representative of Makin and Everbach’s [10] experimental study using a 22.5 kHz wire waveguide device was created. This was similar to the in vivo scenario of an artery within a peripheral limb and takes into account the acoustic tissue-air interface typically encountered.

Where the previous finite element models above focused on single fluid fields, the validation model required other complexities such as a blood/tissue-air interface. The model incorporated fluid (blood) and air properties, geometries and frequency of operation outlined in Makin and Everbach’s experiment. While the distal-tip amplitude of vibration was given for high power settings the authors did not provide low-power parameters. Based on similar equipment and set-ups it was inferred to be 10% of total output ≈ 6.5µm amplitude of vibration.

The aim of this finite element model was to examine if one could accurately predict the pressures recorded and also determine the standing wave generated in Makin’s experiment using linear assumptions. This would validate the mesh density study and examine whether or not ultrasound at these frequencies and amplitudes of vibration can be described by assuming linear relationships.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Model verification and mesh density analysis

The mesh density analysis results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 1. The results clearly show the effect of insufficient mesh density when trying to accurately predict the pressure amplitudes at the distal-tip of the waveguide and in the acoustic field around the waveguide.

The model was initially meshed with 20 EPW as reported by others, in similar applications, to be sufficient [17-21] and then increased until a good correlation was achieved with the pressures directly ahead of the spherical distal-tip as determined from the analytical solution. This was shown to amount to at least 140 EPW for the conditions of interest. This highlights the importance of adequate discretization of the acoustic domain to predict the maximum pressures at the wire distal-tip.

For 20 EPW, the predicted maximum pressure at the wire distal-tip was approximately 280 kPa, significantly lower than the distal-tip pressure of approximately 590 kPa given by the analytical solution. 140 EPW were required to closely predict the analytical pressures. These results highlight how significant suboptimum meshing can be, rendering models prone to errors and inaccuracies. The magnitude of the discrepancies between the analytical solution and FEA model for maximum pressures at the spherical distal-tip surface can be seen in Table 1. It also shows that a percentage difference of approximately 2.5% can be achieved when compared with the analytical solution for an element count of 140 EPW.

Since these devices are often used over a range of frequencies and distal-tip amplitudes of vibration, a number of models were created using a distal-tip amplitude of vibration of 50 µm, for a range of frequencies (20 - 50 kHz), using the 140 EPW established from previous results. The results (only two frequencies presented for clarity) are shown in Figure 6. The purpose of this was to examine the effects of frequency and distal-tip amplitude of vibration on the accuracy of the model using 140 EPW. This study also showed that 140 EPW produced pressure profiles with close agreement to the Morse analytical solution for the frequencies and distal-tip amplitudes of vibration modelled.

b. Acoustic pressure field versus wire waveguide distal-tip geometry

Using 140 EPW and an operating frequency of 23.5 kHz, the following results were achieved for the distal-tip geometries modelled:

Figure 7 shows the pressure results for the 1 mm radiused distal-tip for a range of wire waveguide distal-tip amplitudes of vibration up to 60 µm. The predicted pressures show clearly the effect that increasing distal-tip amplitude of vibration has on the waveguide performance. With the inclusion of a cavitation threshold relevant to the in vivo conditions, the onset of this critical event may be predicted.

It is also possible to compare the effect that distal-tip geometry has on waveguide performance. Figure 8 shows the predicted pressures for a 1 mm flat head distal-tip. For the 1 mm radiused distal-tip, the maximum pressure is approximately 300 kPa (60 µm amplitude of vibration). For the same amplitude of vibration, a 1 mm flat head produces nearly 550 kPa. The 1 mm inverted dome for the same amplitude of vibration, as shown
in Figure 9, produces nearly 1,100 kPa, an increase of close to 300% when compared to that of the 1 mm radiused wire. The effect of distal-tip size was also assessed. For flat distal-tip heads, doubling the diameter of the wire will have a proportionate effect on the pressure; with the 2 mm flat head distal-tip wire generating 1,100 kPa, as shown in Figure 10.

Of interest, also, is that the wire distal-tip geometry produces characteristic acoustic pressure decay profiles. Ideally for the purpose of ablation of the diseased material directly ahead of the wire distal-tip, it is desirable to project the maximum pressures directly ahead as opposed to latterly, where they may damage the surrounding healthy tissue. The walls of arteries may also harbour nuclei that could generate undesirable cavitation within the healthy artery wall; therefore, these pressures should be kept to a minimum.

The inverted dome results in a favourable pressure distribution, with the walls of the dome acting as a barrier to the adjacent healthy artery wall where pressures are lower. Also, this shape acts to intensify the pressure by a focal mechanism. The spherical and radiused configurations display a wide dipole-like pressure distribution in all directions, spatially ‘wasting’ some of the acoustic power that could be used to cause cavitation and ablate the diseased material directly ahead. Any proposed geometry, however, is limited by surgical interventional constraints, flexibility and the risk of arterial perforation.

c. Model validation: In vivo model in a peripheral artery

The results from the finite element model of the experimental tests conducted by Makin and Everbach can be divided into two sections:

Firstly, the predicted distal-tip pressures showed that significant pressure amplitudes were generated in the vicinity of the distal-tip. Given a cavitation threshold of approximately 100 - 200 kPa [5, 7] it is consistent with the occurrence of cavitation. Cavitation was experimentally detected by the authors who also commented on the relationship between the distal-tip amplitude of vibration, geometry and size, and cavitation activity detected, something that the model also captures.

Secondly, the finite element model also appears to be able to predict the standing wave observed during the experiments. At low-power settings where the wire motion is more uniform in the longitudinal direction i.e. less whipping motion, the model can reasonably predict the locations of pressure minima and maxima, as shown in Figure 11. The pressure amplitude variations may be due to a number of factors including insufficient knowledge of the original experiment (frequency and amplitude of device used), damping and attenuation, experimental material properties and non-linear effects. At higher power settings the standing wave structure observed by Makin and Everbach is significantly disrupted by a reported whipping motion of the wire waveguide.
4. CONCLUSIONS

A linear acoustic fluid-structure model appears useful in the prediction of pressure profiles and cavitation during ultrasound angioplasty. The model compared favourably with the analytical solution provided an adequate mesh density was utilised. This was determined to be approximately 140 elements per wavelength for the frequencies and amplitudes of vibration modelled and often encountered during the clinical use of these devices.

The model showed the relationship between distal-tip amplitude of vibration, frequency and the pressures developed. Increasing the frequency does increase the pressure substantially; however, the intensities to cause cavitation also increase. Most devices operate in the region up to 50 kHz and the EPW count was shown to be sufficient over the range.

Unlike the analytical solution, the model was not restricted to simplified geometries. The acoustic pressure results for the range of distal-tips modelled showed that the geometries not only affected the distal-tip surface pressure but also altered the overall acoustic profile around the distal-tip, such as the decay distance etc. This may play a critical role as it can be used to alleviate lateral pressures that may adversely affect healthy arterial tissue. The inverted dome distal-tip, for example, resulted in greater pressures (when compared with other distal-tip geometries for similar conditions) that were focussed directly ahead of the distal-tip. With the inclusion of validated cavitation threshold value for tissues and blood at these frequencies the model may be able to predict regions where cavitation would occur.

The finite element model of the published experimental procedure demonstrated that a linear acoustic modelling approach may be useful in the design of wire waveguide distal-tip geometries and could be further used to predict acoustic pressure profiles in relatively complex environments with tissue-air interfaces, such as the peripheral artery as demonstrated here.

In conclusion a linear acoustic fluid-structure model appears useful in understanding how distal-tip design changes and amplitudes of vibration can affect pressure amplitudes, onset of cavitation and overall acoustic field studies, and can be an effective design tool for such devices.
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### Appendix of Tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPW</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>40</th>
<th>60</th>
<th>80</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>120</th>
<th>140</th>
<th>300</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FEA. Max pressure at distal-tip (Pa)</td>
<td>269,490</td>
<td>402,210</td>
<td>471,100</td>
<td>509,540</td>
<td>532,560</td>
<td>547,220</td>
<td>587,040</td>
<td>589,510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Difference from analytical solution</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>29.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1: Percentage difference of maximum pressure at distal-tip versus maximum pressure calculated by analytical solution (Morse [6]) for a range of EPW modelled.*
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